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WHAT A 
CHALLENGE!
THEMED PROGRAMME 

AIM
This programme will require a large 
dose of logical thinking, problem 
solving, teamwork and imagination, as 
young people are faced with a number 
of challenges to solve.

ACTIVITIES
The Animal Farm Ferry

Following Instructions

Unlocking the Bible

Silence is Golden 

The Rescue Mission 

Order!



Can you get all the animals across the river, without any of them eating or fighting each other? This activity 

needs 9 people. Leaders could take on the roles of non talking animals, where required. 

  1  The aim of the challenge is to get all 9 characters to the other side of the river, using a boat that can only 
   transport 3 animals and a human at any one time. The tricky thing is that certain animals can’t be left 

   alone with others. This means you’ll need to think about which animals are where.

  2  The 9 characters are a human, a sheep, a duck, a cat, a dog, a mouse, a bear, a snake and an elephant. 
      When completing the challenge, only the human, sheep and duck are allowed to talk, although other 

   team members can make their animal noises. 

  3  The following animals can’t be left alone with each other. We’ve provided you with a sheet that you can 
   give to young people to help them remember who their character can’t be with. 

   • The dog can’t be left alone with the cat (unless the sheep is with them)

   • The cat can’t be left alone with the mouse

   • The bear can’t be left alone with the dog

      • The elephant can’t be left alone with the mouse

   • The snake can’t be left alone with the bear. 

  4  Let young people complete the challenge. If possible, set up two riverbanks on the floor, so young people 
   can physically complete the challenge, to help them visualise their solution. 

THE QUICKEST SOLUTION 

• Trip 1 = Mouse, Dog & Snake – Leave mouse and dog there

• Trip 2 = Cat, Elephant & Snake – Take mouse and dog back

•• Trip 3 = Bear, Snake & Sheep – Leave Sheep there 

• Trip 4 = Dog, Bear & Snake – Leave dog there

• Trip 5 = Duck, Bear & Snake – Leave duck there

• Trip 6 = Mouse, Bear & Snake – Challenge complete! 

THE ANIMAL FARM FERRY
GET LEARNING: PROBLEM SOLVING

Taking part in team problem solving challenges is 

beneficial in helping to build important skills such as 

logical thinking, problem solving, creative thinking, 

perseverance, communication skills and more 

The focus on these skills helps to develop 

young people and provide them with important 

experiences that they can then use in later lifexperiences that they can then use in later life, 

including in sports teams, school life, interviews, job 

applications, working with others etc. 

• Problem solving can be approached with the 

 ‘Problem Solving Loop’. This is identifying the 

 problem, exploring ideas, selecting the best idea, 

 testing out the idea and then evaluating. If the 

 problem isn’t solved, the loop can then be 

 repeated. 

•• Some employers may include a problem solving 

 challenge as part of an interview process, to test 

 how suitable you might be for a job.  

WHAT A CHALLENGE!
INTRODUCTION DID YOU KNOW?
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A simple activity that helps young people appreciate the need to always read the instructions before doing 

something. 

  1     Download and print the Follow the Instruction Challenge activity sheet. Give each young person a 
   copy of the sheet and a pen.

  2  Explain that this activity is all about them completing a set of challenges, testing their ability to follow 
   instructions and solve problems. On their sheets are 19 instructions. They will be judged purely on how 

      accurately they complete the challenge, rather than how quickly they do it.

  3  Encourage young people to make sure they read all the instructions on the sheet carefully before they 
   start, to ensure they don’t make any errors. Young people shouldn’t talk during this activity or give each 

   other hints. 

  4  Tell young people they can start the challenge, and then watch how they get on. 

  5  Solution: One of the final instructions on the sheet, tells them to only complete instruction one. Therefore 
   anyone completing any of the other challenges has failed, as they have not read all the instructions 

      carefully, as they are instructed to do so at the top of the activity sheet.   

  6  After everyone has finished, ask the group how they got on. Who passed the challenge and who failed? 
   Those who passed, why was this? Those who failed, why didn’t they read all the instructions first, as they 

   were instructed to? What do you think we can learn from this activity? Why is it always important to read 

   all the instructions before starting an activity?

FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS
GET LEARNING: MY SKILLS FOR LIFE

  1     Download and print the Unlocking the Bible sheet. This has 8 bible verses and 8 key statements. 
   For this activity you’ll also need 8 padlocks and keys. Ask your leaders the week before if they could 

   bring 1 or 2 padlocks in each.  

  2  Cut out the 16 boxes on the sheet. Punch holes in the slips of paper and feed the bible verses through the 
   padlocks and lock them. Attach the keys to the 8 statements using string. 

  3  Hide the padlocks around your meeting space, locking them onto things so they can’t be removed 
      without the key. Hide the keys randomly around your meeting space too. 

  4  Tell the group that they must hunt for the 8 keys and padlocks. Once they have found they keys and 
   padlocks, they must work out which key opens which padlock, aiming to unlock all 8 padlocks. To do this 

   they will need to use a Bible to work out which statements match which verse.  

  5  Once all 8 padlocks are open, congratulate the group and bring them together. Explain that this activity 
   was all about using the Bible to solve problems and unlock padlocks. Today we explored 8 things the 

   Bible has to say about living our life. However, the Bible has so many more messages, stories, values and 

      guidance for us to unlock.

  6  Are we using our Bibles as part of our daily lives to help unlock its full potential or are we leaving it 
   closed, with its life changing potential locked away? Finish in prayer, asking for God’s help and 

   encouragement in exploring the Bible with open eyes and minds. 

UNLOCKING THE BIBLE
GET INTO THE BIBLE: MY BIBLE ADVENTURE
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  1  Stand the group in a line and give each person a number.

  2  Explain that the whole group must remain silent throughout this activity and then give each person a 
   blindfold (or similar) to wear. 

  3  Shuffle the line, so everyone is now stood in a different position. 

  4  Tell the group that they need to get the whole team in a circle, in number order. No-one can communicate 
   verbally. 

  5  5  After the group have completed the challenge, discuss how they got on. What did they find difficult? What 
   strategy did they use? Who came up with it? What would they do differently another time? 

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
GET ACTIVE: WORKING AS A TEAM

Can you save a teddy from shark infested waters, before it gets eaten?

  1  Tape / mark a large box, roughly 6m2. Place a teddy bear (or similar) in the middle of the box. 

  2  Explain to the group that their task is to rescue the teddy from the middle of this shark infested water. 
   Young people can place the palm of their hands in the shark infested water, but if any other body part (or 

   clothing) touches the waters then the whole team must start again. You can’t use any equipment for this 

   rescue mission and you must physically collect the teddy and bring it to safety.

  3  3  They have 10 minutes to complete the activity, or the teddy gets eaten. Go!

  4  There are many solutions to this problem. A simple way is for one person to kneel outside the box and 
   then for the next person to place their feet on that person and their hands in the water. Others can then 

   make a human bridge by walking their legs along the bridge (palms on the floor) and making the next part 

   of the bridge. This carries on until the teddy can be reached.   

THE RESCUE MISSION
GET ACTIVE: WORKING AS A TEAM

  1     Download and print the images of the sports balls on the downloadable sheets. Cut these into the 
   9 individual sports balls. 

  2  Split into two or more teams. Give each team a copy of the 9 sports ball images. 

  3  Explain that their challenge is to order the balls, based on the category that is called out. They should 
   create their orders, by arranging the images into a line on a table. This is a race, so the first team to order 

   the balls correctly wins a point for that round. 

  4  4  The categories are; Alphabetical (A-Z), Size (diameter in cm, smallest to largest), Weight (grammes, 
   smallest to largest), Number of Olympics they have featured in (as full Olympic sports, highest to lowest) 

   & Popularity in the UK (most popular to least). 

  5  The team with the most points at the end of the challenge win. 

ORDER!
GET LEARNING: PROBLEM SOLVING
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Below are a series of instruction that you are asked to complete as accurately as possible. You 
will be judged based on how well you complete the challenge, not on the time taken. The closer 
you follow the instructions, the more successful you will be. Make sure to read through this page 
carefully before answering any of the questions. 

1)   Write your full name in the upper left hand corner of the sheet.

2)  If U comes before W underline the sixth word in the first question, if it comes after, cross out the 
      third word in the question.

3)  Add together 57 and 361 and divide it by 19.

4)  Circle the word "name" in the first question.

5)  Draw 5 small squares in the upper left hand corner of this page.

6)  Cross out the words "read" and "answering" in the instructions at the head of this page.

7)  Put a small 'x' in each square mentioned in question 5.

8)  After the title write "Important Subject".

9)9)  Put a circle around question number seven and eight and if the letter commencing your 
   surname is placed alphabetically after the first letter or your forename, place a circle round the 
   middle square mentioned in question 5.

10)  Put and 'x' in the lower left hand corner of the page.

11)  Draw a triangle around the 'x' you just made.

12)  On the back of this paper multiply 97 by 53 and surround the calculation with an isosceles 
   triangle.

13)13)  Draw a circle round the word ‘word’ in the fourth question. Is this the third word in the 
   sentence? Cross out which ever applies yes/no.

14)  In the right hand margin add together 107 and 278.

15)  Punch 3 small holes in this page with your pen or pencil.

16)  Count in your normal voice the prime number for 1 to 20.

17)  Shout loudly “I have got to question seventeen". 

18)  Now that you have finished reading carefully, as per the instructions at the top of the sheet, 
      only complete question one and none of the others. Sit back and watch everyone else suffer, 
   but don’t let anyone else know!

19)  Put down your pen and blink four times. 

FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS 
CHALLENGE
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UNLOCKING THE BIBLE 
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ANSWERS

Alphabetical

Baseball

Basketball

Bowling 

Cricket

FootballFootball

Golf

Pool

Tennis

Volleyball

Size (Diameter) 

Golf (4.2cm)

Pool (5.7cm)

Tennis (6.5cm)

Cricket (7.1cm)

Baseball (7.6cm)

VVolleyball (20.7cm)

Bowling (21.8cm) 

Football (22cm)

Basket (23.8cm)

Weight (Grammes) 

Golf (45g)

Tennis (56g)

Baseball (142g)

Cricket (160g)

Pool (162g)

VVolleyball (260g)

Football (420g)

Basketball (623g)

Bowling (7.26kg) 

# of Olympic Games

Football (28)

Basketball (21)

Tennis (18)

Volleyball (16)

Baseball (6)

Golf (5)Golf (5)

Cricket (1)

Bowling (0)

Pool (0)

Popularity in UK

Football

Tennis

Golf

Cricket

Basketball

VVolleyball

Pool

Bowling 

Baseball 


